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2.1   INTRODUCTION  
 
This section discusses the Tape Technology Roadmap as well as the technologies and challenges needed 
to execute the ten-year Technology Roadmap goals.  The approach is to determine what Roadmap goals 
are needed for tape to remain a viable storage alternative in the markets described in the preceding 
Applications and Systems section.  The Roadmap was developed to preserve the cost advantage that 
tape has over hard disk drive (HDD) technology in these applications.  The metric used is the cost per 
gigabyte (GB) of data stored.  The method to reduce the cost per GB of tape is to push the technology to 
enable storing more data in the same half-inch form factor cartridge without significant increase in cost 
of the cartridge.  The Roadmap discussed here is a linear tape roadmap, which has its base primarily in 
the enterprise and midrange tape markets.   
 
The cost per GB reduction for HDD has been driven in large part by the areal density growth of hard disk 
technology.  Between 2003 and 2009, the areal density growth for HDD was about 35% per year, as 
shown in Figure 1 below.  More recently, between 2009 and 2015, the rate of areal density scaling has 
decreased to about 16% per year. This slow-down in areal density scaling has been partially 
compensated for by an increase in the number of platters and heads in an HDD, however, the current 
rate of HDD capacity scaling is still much lower than historical rates. Looking to the future, there is 
considerable uncertainty regarding future scaling rates of HDD due to the challenges associated with 
overcoming the super-paramagnetic effect and the uncertainty over the timing and the eventual success 
of the introduction of new technologies needed to continue HDD scaling.  In contrast, state of the art 
tape drives operate at areal densities that are more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the 
latest HDDs. It should therefore be possible to continue scaling tape technology at historical rates for at 
least the next decade, before tape begins to face similar challenges related to the super-paramagnetic 
effect. Even though the areal density of tape is much lower than HDD, tape gets its capacity advantage 
over hard disk by having a much larger recording surface in a cartridge, with about 1000X the area of a 
3.5-inch disk platter, and subsequently does not need as high a recorded areal density to achieve its cost 
per GB advantage. 
 
Maintaining the historical scaling rate of tape of roughly doubling cartridge capacity every 2 years, will 
therefore enable tape systems to maintain and most likely increase their cost advantage over disk.  This 
historical rate of capacity growth is set as the target for the 2015 roadmap and corresponds to a 41% 
per year growth rate which is the same scaling rate as was shown in the 2012 INSIC International 
Magnetic Tape Storage Roadmap [1].  The growth rate for data rate scaling is set to 22% a year in order 
to balance the demand for increased data rate with reasonable design targets for tape speed and the 
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number of channels required to achieve these targets in the later years of the Roadmap.  
 
The Tape Technology Roadmap is summarized in Table 1, below, with the projected capacity and data 
rate improvements shown, along with the necessary progress required in key technical parameters to 
achieve these growth rates. The Tape Technology Roadmap shown here requires an areal density in the 
year 2025 that is about where HDD technology was in 2004 and so has been shown to be feasible from a 
magnetic recording technology viewpoint. Recent laboratory tape areal density demonstrations also 
provide evidence of the potential to continue scaling tape technology to areal densities of 100 Gb/in2 
and beyond [2,3]. Therefore, from a fundamental areal density perspective, we feel the 2025 areal 
density target is achievable.  This Roadmap is not a product roadmap but rather a technology roadmap 
that might represent an average of possible products.  As such, there may be no specific products 
shipping or planned at these exact numbers.  For example, in the first year of the 2015 Roadmap, 
cartridge capacity is 8 TB. Yet in 2013, the Oracle StorageTek T10000D began shipping with a capacity of 
8.5 TB [4] followed by the IBM TS1150 at 10 TB [5] in 2014 and LTO-7 at 6 TB in 2015 [6]. These product 
capacities span the Roadmap number which represents an average of current products.  
 
 

 
Figure 1:  Areal Density Trends.  Hard Disk Drive, Tape Product and Tape Technology Roadmap 

Areal Densities are all shown for comparison [7]. 
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Table 1:  2015 Tape Technology Roadmap Detail.  
 

 
 

2.2   ROADMAP DISCUSSION 
 
In reference to Table 1, above, the entries highlighted in yellow are inputs into the Roadmap; the other 
entries are calculated based on these inputs; additionally:  
 

1) Capacity is the user native (un-compressed) capacity in terabytes (TB) of data, with year 2015 of 
8 TB being an input as is the 41% per year capacity growth.  The 41% exceeds the anticipated 
HDD technology growth rate and gives an approximate doubling of capacity every two years.  
Tape drives have internal compression hardware that can provide lossless compression if the 
data has some compressible content.  This yields higher data rates and capacities over the 
native ones discussed in the Roadmap.  The Roadmap does not include compression capabilities, 
so real user capacities and data rates could actually be better than what the Roadmap shows. 
 

2) Data rate per channel is the data rate of each channel that writes one track of data.  This gives 
the required capability of each transducer in the head. This growth was chosen to give a 
reasonable tape speed in the later years.   

Parameter/Year 2015 2017 2019 2021 2023 2025

1. Capacity (TB) 8 16 32 63 125 248 41.00% per year

2. Data rate per channel (MB/sec) 10.0 13.2 17.5 23.1 30.6 40.5 15.00% per year

3. Total data rate (MB/sec) 320.0 480.2 720.6 1081.4 1622.7 2435.1 22.50% per year

4. FC Speed Roadmap (MB/sec)** 3200 6400 12800 12800 25600 25600

5. Number of channels 32 36 41 47 53 60 6.52% per year

6. Tape thickness (um) 5.20 4.79 4.42 4.07 3.75 3.46 -4.00% per year

7. Data capacity reserve 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% defect reserve 

8. Tape length that is recordable (meters)*** 969 1051 1141 1238 1343 1457 3.90% winding reserve

9. Tape length total (meters)**** 1041 1129 1225 1330 1443 1565 4.17% per year

10. Track density (TPI) 10,686 15,652 22,868 33,543 49,372 72,891 21.17% per year

track pitch = 25400/tpi (um) 2.38 1.62 1.11 0.76 0.51 0.35

11. Linear bit density (kfci)***** 480 581 703 850 1029 1245 10.00% per year

fcmm = kfci/0.0254 18,898 22,866 27,668 33,478 40,509 49,016

12. Areal density (Gbits/inch2) 5.13 9.09 16.07 28.52 50.80 90.75 33.28% per year

13. Tape speed (m/sec) 5.4 5.8 6.2 6.7 7.2 7.7 3.61% per year

14. Tape width in mm 12.65 12.65 12.65 12.65 12.65 12.65

15. ECC and formatting overhead 22.00% 20.28% 18.69% 17.22% 15.87% 14.63% -4.00% per year

16. Servo track and layout overhead ****** 15.80% 14.84% 13.46% 12.24% 11.17% 10.22% -6.00% per year

17. Number of passes to write a tape 140 183 239 314 412 541

18. Number of passes to end-of-l ife (media) 27200 29194 31333 33630 36095 38741 3.6% per year

19. Time to fi l l  a tape in mins 417 552 731 969 1284 1701 15.10% per year

20. Number of data tracks 4,481 6,639 9,856 14,660 21,842 32,593 21.95% per year

21.  Number of data bands 4 5 7 9 12 16 15.00% per year

overall head span (um) 3,000 2,268 1,715 1,297 981 742

22. Tape Dimensional Stability (ppm) 317 286 259 234 210 188 -5.09% per year

23.  Bit Aspect Ratio (BAR) 53 44 36 29 23 19 -9.80% per year

24.  Bit Error Rate 1.00E-19 5.00E-20 2.50E-20 1.25E-20 6.25E-21 3.12E-21 -29.29% per year

** Reference: http://www.fibrechannel.org/roadmap/

*** Defined as the length of tape required to store the defined tape capacity.

    It does not include the reserved space for possible defects.

**** Defined as the total length of tape including length used for attachment and hub covering

*****Defined as the 1T kfci where T is the data cell length

****** On non-capacity reserve overhead only
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3) Total data rate is the maximum native (un-compressed) data rate that a user can achieve.  It is 

the data rate per channel times the number of channels (or data tracks) that the drive 
simultaneously writes and reads as the tape moves across the head.  If RAIT architectures similar 
to HDD’s RAID are adopted, the total data rate in the tape storage system may exceed the 
roadmap. 
  

4) The FC (Fibre Channel Industry Association) Speed Roadmap reference [8] is included to show 
that the fibre channel speed is more than 10X the data rate of the tape drive, even out to the 
year 2025, and is adequate to handle the drive data rate.  For midrange products that do not use 
the Fibre Channel attachment interface, we expect that the interface data rate will not become 
a limiting factor on overall data transfer rates during the Roadmap timeframe [9].  Newer 
interface opportunities such as 40 and 100 Gb/s Ethernet technology should also surpass the 
interface requirements for tape drives [10].   
 

5) Number of channels is the number of simultaneous data tracks the drive reads and writes as the 
tape moves across the head.  It is calculated by taking the total data rate and dividing by the 
data rate per channel.  This number should be viewed as an average capability of possible design 
options and not as a specific design target.  For example, LTO-6 had 16 channels in the same 
time period that T10000D and TS1150 enterprise drives supported 32 channels. As head yields 
become an even greater concern, alternative multi-head architectures to support 2025’s 
required 60 channels should be considered. 
 

6) Tape thickness is the total thickness of the tape and is given as an input into the Roadmap.  The 
thinner the tape, the more tape that can be contained in the cartridge, and hence more 
capacity.  Increasing capacity by thinning the tape results in the cartridge cost increasing 
somewhat, since each cartridge then contains more tape.  Thinning the tape also adds technical 
challenges to handling of the tape in the drive.  The numbers were chosen to represent what is 
considered achievable.  State of the art products shipping in 2015 had tape thicknesses of 5.0 to 
5.6 µm, so we believe that the numbers shown in the Roadmap are reasonable as an average of 
products. 
  

7) Data capacity reserve is how much additional capacity the cartridge has over the user capacity 
defined in 1.  This is used to make sure that tape to tape copies can be done without overflow 
due to possible defects in the media.  It is obtained by having some extra wraps (i.e., extra 
length of tape).  This is assumed to be fixed at 3.0% for the entire 10-year Roadmap. 
 

8) Tape length that is recordable is the length of tape required to store the defined tape capacity.  
It is used to calculate areal density based on the defined capacity.  It does not include reserved 
space for defect mapping or for other uses.  
 

9) Tape length total is the length of tape as defined in 8, above, plus additional length used for 
connection of the tape to a leader mechanism, reserved space for defect mapping, and excess 
tape used for wrapping around the drive take-up reel hub.  This is done to reduce the effects of 
hub surface imperfections, giving an effectively smoother hub surface for the portion of the 
tape storing customer data. 
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10) Track density is the number of data tracks per inch (TPI) in the transverse direction of the tape.  
This is calculated by taking the total areal density and dividing by the linear bit density in the 
down-track direction within a track.  This is a critical parameter in driving the technology as 
discussed in the following sections.  Compared to hard disk, the track density of tape is lower by 
a factor of 50 to 100.  This is necessitated by the challenges associated with track following on a 
flexible tape substrate and a combination of the dimensional instability of the tape substrate 
and the multi-track recording, which place additional tolerance requirements on tape.  Track 
density improvement has been identified as the area with the greatest potential leverage for 
advancing tape technology. 
  

11) Linear bit density is the number of bits per inch going down a track.  It is defined here to be the 
number of data cells per inch and is expressed in kfci (thousands of flux changes per inch).  The 
highest number of flux changes per inch occurs when one flux reversal is in every data cell, 
sometimes called the 1T kfci where T is related to the length of the data cell.  This is also a 
critical parameter in driving the technology.  When comparing to hard disk, the linear tape 
density is only about a factor of 4 less, so there is not as much opportunity for improvement 
here as for the track density.  The 10% per year growth shown here was chosen to give 
reasonable linear bit densities in the later years of the Roadmap.  Recent technology demos 
[2,3] also support future linear density improvement capability. 
 

12) Areal density is the raw number of data bits per square inch on the tape. It is calculated by 
taking the user capacity in item 1, above, and dividing by the usable tape area, factoring in all 
formatting, ECC (error correction code) and servo overheads shown in 15 and 16, below.  Areal 
density is also equal to the product of track density and linear bit density. 
 

13) Tape speed is the velocity with which the tape moves over the head when reading and writing 
at the maximum data rate.  In the Roadmap, it is calculated by dividing the data rate per channel 
by the linear bit density and factoring in the ECC and formatting overhead.  Increasing tape 
speed does not come without risks.  Thinning tape will necessitate better tension control and 
smaller track pitch will necessitate a reduction in allowable Position Error Signal (PES), both of 
which become even more challenging at high tape speeds.  For this reason, the Roadmap 
restricts tape speeds to less than 8 m/s. 
 

14) Tape width is fixed at 12.65 mm for the entire Roadmap. 
 

15) ECC and formatting overhead is assumed to start at 22% in 2015, which is in line with current 
products shipping.  Continued incremental improvements corresponding to a reduction in 
overhead by 4% per year are expected. 
 

16)  Servo track and layout overhead is assumed to be at 15.8% in 2015, which is in line with 
current products shipping.  Continued incremental improvements corresponding to a reduction 
in overhead by 6% per year are expected, enabled primarily by a reduction in the area required 
for servo information due to increases in the number of channels. 
 

17) The number of passes to write a tape is the number of end-to-end passes required to 
completely fill the tape with data.  It is calculated by taking the total number of tracks written on 
the tape and dividing by the number of channels (simultaneous tracks written by the head).  
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18) Number of passes to end of media life is number of end-to-end passes along the tape for the 
usable life.  A moderate improvement of 3.6% per year is projected.   
 

19) Time to fill a tape is how long it takes, in minutes, to completely fill a tape when writing at the 
maximum data rate.  This number is increasing since it is easier to increase tape capacity than 
data rate.  The increase shown in this Roadmap is felt to be acceptable, especially with the shift 
in the use of tape away from short-term backup and towards long-term archive. 

 
20) Number of data tracks is calculated from other parameters and is the total number of data 

tracks written on the tape to support the user capacity in item 1, above. 
 

21) Number of data bands is the number of sections on tape separated by servo patterns.  The 
distance between servo pattern bands is known as the overall head span.   
 

22) Tape Dimensional Stability (TDS) is the allowed change in tape width in ppm due to changes in 
temperature, humidity and tape tension as well as in-cartridge creep.  We define the tape 
dimensional stability as the sum of all these factors relative to the head (i.e. a worst case). 

 
23) Bit Aspect Ratio (BAR) is the ratio of the track-width to bit length and is used as a comparison to 

hard disk technology, which is at about 3.5 today. 

24) Uncorrectable Bit Error Rate (UBER) is the number of bits in error divided by the total number 
of bits transferred. The starting point is taken as the 1e-19 UBER of current products and the 
scaling rate is set such that the product of the end-of-life (EOL) UBER and the tape cartridge 
capacity is a constant, corresponding to the product of the average tape cartridge capacity of 8 
TB and the EOL UBER of 1e-19 in 2015. 

 

2.3   KEY TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES  
 
The combination of BaFe (barium ferrite) particulate media with GMR (giant magnetoresistive) 
recording heads has emerged as the technology recipe that will most likely carry tape through the next 
several generations.  Six high-capacity products [11] that implement this combination of technologies 
are currently shipping, with the first launched in 2011.  In addition, technology demonstrations have 
been done showing tape capacities out to at least 220 terabytes (TB) with these technologies.  One of 
the challenges highlighted in this Roadmap is to determine how these technologies might be pushed to 
achieve the 248 TB capacity target in the year 2025 or, alternatively, if something else will be needed to 
replace these technologies in that timeframe.   
 
The following sections of the Roadmap discuss the key technology areas that comprise a tape drive: 
media, heads, the mechanical transport mechanisms, and the recording channel.  Each of these areas 
has been explored in detail by its respective technical teams, and the technology challenges and options 
are documented in these sections. 
 
2.3.1   Media Technology 
The recording media technology chapter of the 2012 INSIC Roadmap is still very relevant and discusses 
the key challenges that continue to exist in extending the roadmap. Current media technology is still 
very much progressing along the lines predicted in the 2012 roadmap.  
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However, since the release of the last roadmap there have been some significant changes to the media 
landscape. There has been consolidation of the media manufacturers and the linear tape technologies 
have all adopted barium ferrite as the particulate media of choice. There has also been significant “tape 
system demonstrations” [2,3,12] at areal densities at or significantly above the current 2025 roadmap 
target of 91 Gbit/in2. One of these demonstrations [2] used perpendicularly oriented barium ferrite 
particles and another [3] a sputtered media with a soft underlayer. Both demonstrations used hard disk 
drive heads with written track widths of 140nm and 154nm. 
 
2.3.1.1   Particulate Media 
The most recent barium ferrite media areal density [2] paper achieved an areal density of 123 Gbit/in2 
using perpendicularly oriented media. The key media developments in this demonstration were the 
reduction of particle volume to 1600 nm3 (from current product volume 1950 nm3), control of the 
surface profile design [13] and perpendicular orientation of the particles. This system achieved a linear 
recording density of 680 kfci with a written track width of 140nm and a 90nm GMR reader leading to the 
123 Gb/in2 areal density. 
 
2.3.1.2   Sputtered Media 
The sputtered media demonstration used similar recording materials to those employed in the hard disk 
drive industry. A CoPtCr-SiO2 film was deposited onto a thin polyamide plastic film with excellent 
perpendicular orientation. The multi-layer films consisted of a CoPtCr-SiO2 magnetic layer, a Ru 
intermediate layer, NiW/TiCr seed layers, a CoZrNb /Ru /CoZrNb Soft Under-Layer (SUL) with an 
antiparallel structure, and a TiCr layer deposited onto a thin plastic substrate. The average grain size 
diameter was approximately 8 nm resulting in a calculated grain volume of approximately 650 nm3.  In 
spite of the small grain volume, KuV/kBT over 60 is expected due to the high magnetic anisotropy over 
5×106 erg/cm3 using CoPt alloy[13,14]. In this case of [3], the value of magnetic anisotropy Ku was 
3.4×106 erg/cm3.  
 
The 148 Gbit/in2 demonstration [3], utilized a novel sputtering technique to fabricate the thin film 
layers, and using a 77 nm wide TMR reader resulted in a broadband SNR of 17 dB when measured at a 
linear density of 896 kbits/in. This linear density coupled with an estimated written track width of 154 
nm corresponds to a recording areal density of 148 Gbit/in2.  Therefore there is the potential that the 
areal density predicted in 2025 can be realized with sputtered media. In addition, the sputtered media 
thickness can be thinner and the tape length longer than particulate media due to the very thin total 
layer thickness of approximately 150nm.  
 
Both of these demonstrations have shown that either media is capable of supporting areal densities 
significantly higher than the roadmap target.  However, both of these demonstrations were limited to a 
single recording channel and hence relied on the crucial assumption that tape dimensional stability can 
be neglected for this case. The tape systems described in this roadmap use parallel channel recording to 
achieve high data rates and hence the dimensional stability of the media must be taken into account 
leading to less aggressive track density targets.  
 
2.3.1.3  Substrate 
From the media substrate perspective the 2012 Roadmap describes the current state of the industry. In 
Table 2 through Table 4, the substrate suppliers have provided the following extensions to the 2012 
roadmap. Improvements in TDS will be obtained by tensilization orientation, nano-sized polymer blends 
and/or metallization. The substrate suppliers will also continue to reduce the surface roughness of the 
base-films. 
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Table 2: Dimensional stability goals (in ppm) for Tapes using Modified PEN Substrates 

 

  2016 2018 2020 2022 2025 

Thickness, µm 4.0 3.6 3.6 3.3 3.3 

Thermal 0 0 0 0 0 

Hydroscopic 470 320 320 220 220 

Tension 130 130 130 130 130 

Ｉn-Cartridge Creep 100 100 100 100 100 

Total (TDS) 700 550 550 450 450 

 
Table 3: Dimensional stability goals (in ppm) for Tapes using Advanced PET Substrates 

 

  2016 2018 2020 2022 2025 

Thickness, µm 4.3 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.8 

Thermal 50 0 0 0 0 

Hydroscopic 400 350 300 275 275 

Tension 150 150 100 75 75 

Ｉn-Cartridge Creep 100 100 100 100 100 

Total (TDS) 700 600 500 450 450 

 
Table 4: Dimensional stability goals (in ppm) for Tapes using Aramid Substrates 
 

  2016 2018 2020 2022 2025 

Thickness, um 3.6 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.4 

Thermal 100 100 50 50 0 

Hydroscopic 100 100 50 50 0 

Tension 50 50 50 50 50 

In-cartridge creep 50 50 50 50 50 

Total TDS 300 300 200 200 100 

 
The above tables indicate that Aramid base-film will meet the 2025 roadmap target for TDS. 
However, Aramid is significantly more expensive than the other base-films, and therefore system 
methods to reduce and or compensate for the TDS should continue to be investigated. 
 
2.3.1.4   What key improvements are needed to exceed 1,000 kbpi? 
As previously mentioned the linear densities, 680 kfci and 896 kfci, in the areal density demos were 
below the roadmap’s target of 1,245 kfci. From the previous roadmap the particle volume will need to 
be below 1,000 nm3 to support linear densities above 1,000 kfci. The barium ferrite 123 Gb/in2 areal 
density demonstration used 1,600 nm3 particles to achieve the required system SNR. Shimizu [13] has 
previously reported barium ferrite particles with a volume of 1,000 nm3 while maintaining the coercivity 
of current media. There is the potential that the areal density predicted for 2025 can be realized with 
barium ferrite particulate media.   
 
To proceed with further reduction in particle volume, other particles may need to be considered. One 
such material currently being investigated is nanometer sized ε-Fe2O3 magnetic particles. These particles 
have a high Hc value at room temperature and a remarkably high magnetic anisotropy constant of 
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7.7 × 106 erg cm−3. One recent example shows 8.2 nm nanoparticles having an Hc value of 5.2 kOe at 
room temperature [15]. These particles have low moment and high coercivity, so writers capable of 
producing large write fields and sensitive reader elements will be required. 
 
Sputtered media shows great promise for linear densities in excess of 1,000 kfci. 
The use of the SUL in the fabrication of the sputtered media allows for perpendicular recording, as used 
in HDD drives, with single pole write heads and perpendicular media orientation.  
 
Another factor critical for exceeding 1,000 kfci will be the continued reduction in head-tape spacing. 
Since tape recording systems result in contact between the head and media, tribology issues need to be 
studied for the more aggressive reduction in head to tape spacing and smoother surfaces that will be 
required. There are several factors involved in the head tape spacing, but the key factors are likely to 
remain the media surface roughness and head wear. The media manufacturers will need to continue the 
refinement of the media surface, via lubricant and surface design, to allow closer head-to-tape spacing 
while reducing abrasivity and maintaining low coefficients of friction to enable good media durability. 
 
2.3.2   Future Technologies for Recording Heads 
The Tape Head Technology chapter published as part of the 2012 INSIC Roadmap is still quite relevant 
today with many of the challenges thoroughly discussed.  Considering the 2015 INSIC Roadmap, it is 
important to note that most of the challenges are engineering challenges that must be overcome rather 
than requiring completely new technology inventions. 
 
Tape recording heads have a great advantage over current and future hard disk drive heads in terms of 
complexity and manufacturing challenges.  Although track size is shrinking, the written bits are still large 
enough for standard pole definition through a combination of photolithography, sputter deposition 
and/or plating, and ion milling.  More importantly, the magnetic coercivity of the media is not so high as 
to require heroic measures such as heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR).  Conventional inductive 
coil writers with high moment poles can continue to be utilized.  One should expect to see 
improvements in the efficiency of the writers through changes in pole geometries as well as high 
moment pole material choices.   
 
With the continuing decrease in written track width and smaller bit size, it is only natural to expect the 
magnetic reader width to also decrease.  However, the recording system will continue to demand good 
signal amplitude and SNR from smaller readers.  Tape head manufacturers will be able to continue to 
exploit HDD GMR read sensor designs and then transition to TMR (tunneling magnetic resistive) sensors.  
There will not be a need for innovative magnetic reader designs, only evolutionary changes. 
 
With the Sony demonstration using sputtered magnetic thin films for tape, an intriguing new 
opportunity for perpendicular recording exists [3,16].  The sputtered films are perpendicularly oriented.  
Tape magnetic recording has traditionally been longitudinal with recent commercial BaFe media utilizing 
a random orientation.  Hard disk drives have utilized perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) since the 
mid 2000’s to push areal density higher. The recording performance of perpendicular media can be 
significantly improved by including a magnetically soft underlayer below the primary magnetic storage 
layer. Recent areal density demonstrations using particulate BaFe media used a perpendicular 
orientation of the media without a soft underlayer to improve recording performance [2,12].  To date, 
traditional magnetic particle media has not been able to support a return path layer.  However, with 
sputtered thin films on tape, this technology has been demonstrated [3].  To take advantage of PMR 
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with a soft underlayer, new recording head designs will be needed.  Fortunately, there is a lot of HDD 
literature available to support this development activity. 
 
One of the most disconcerting trends in the Technology Roadmap is the continuing increase in data 
channels to meet the high data rate projections.  Although recording heads currently have 32 data 
tracks per head, one should not expect it will be easy to keep adding data tracks to the same head, 
especially with decreasing device pitch.  By 2025, the roadmap is projecting 60 channels at a device pitch 
of a little more than 12 um.  More transducers at a tighter pitch creates issues with writer feedthrough, 
congested flexes, interconnect designs, and additional electronics to support so many channels.  
Manufacturing yields are an extremely practical concern and will likely prevent the introduction of a 
single head delivering the channel count predicted by 2025.  Multi-head architectures will need to be re-
introduced.  For example, 4 heads with 15 readers/writers at a channel pitch of 48 um could be a better 
yielding option.  Alternatively, a RAIT architecture could be embraced to support a high level system 
data rate without demanding individual tape drives achieve the same speeds.  This would reduce the 
necessity of increasing the number of data channels within each drive and head. 
 
Another critical area concerns the Head-Tape-Interface.  At higher linear densities, head-tape separation 
becomes exponentially more important.  Research will be needed to control the electrochemistry and 
wear mechanisms at the interface.  The buildup of deposits from the media onto the heads must be 
minimized.  Additionally, work to create more wear resistant heads coupled with the development of 
less abrasive media must continue in order to reduce the head-tape spacing.  This is an issue that needs 
to be jointly addressed by head and media manufacturers.  The head tape interface will also be 
impacted by head contour designs which seek to minimize overall surface tape contact area and friction.  
Expect improved contours that minimize the head surface area in contact with the tape other than over 
the device area itself. 
 
2.3.3   Track Mis-registration /Tape Transport Technology 
Please refer to the Tape Transport Technology section of the 2012 roadmap for excellent background on 
the scope, challenges, and developments in the areas of track mis-registration (TMR) budget and tape 
transport. The challenges and requirements as laid out in the previous roadmap remain relevant as we 
further extend the roadmap to 2025. Increasing the track density to nearly 73,000 tracks per inch as 
predicted by this roadmap will require significant improvements in tape handling and tracking 
technologies. This density requires a track pitch of less than 0.4 um compared to roughly 2.5 um in the 
current tape formats. There are many issues in magnetic tape drive systems that create difficult 
challenges for achieving track widths this narrow. The extremely high areal density technology 
demonstrations that are done periodically to demonstrate the capabilities of magnetic media largely 
ignore all issues related to the track mis-registration budget. Tape drives have to deal with variations 
caused by head pitch tolerances as the tape is interchanged from one drive to another. The tape 
substrate is not rigid and therefore the width of the tape and relative locations of written data tracks 
change under different environmental conditions. The flexible media, which will continue to get thinner 
with each generation, does not track perfectly across the heads at high speed, and the ability of the 
head servo system to follow that lateral motion becomes more difficult as tape speed increases as 
predicted by the roadmap. 
 
In order to ensure that the read heads can effectively read the data a long time after it was written, the 
track mis-registration budget must have sufficient margin to ensure that all of the readers are accurately 
positioned over the written tracks as the tape is streaming by at high speed. Each of the variables that 
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contribute to track mis-registration must be reduced. There are three basic contributors: tolerance 
variation between the write heads and read heads, position error signal, and tape dimensional stability.  
 
One significant contributor is the tolerance variation between the write heads in the drive that originally 
wrote the data on the tape and the read heads in the drive that will eventually read the data. That 
statistical tolerance variation in today’s drives is roughly 0.20 um. In order to keep a read head 
accurately positioned on a track that is only 0.40 um wide, head manufacturing processes will need to 
improve dramatically to reduce this variation.  
 
Another significant contributor to track mis-registration is the residual dynamic error between the 
actual tape/head position and the desired position. This is known as the position error signal (PES). This 
error increases exponentially as the tape speed increases. This is one of the factors that limits the speed 
that the tape can be effectively transported during reading and writing. In order to sufficiently reduce 
the PES, all disturbances to the tape from the transport system must be eliminated. Particular care 
needs to be taken to remove all high frequency disturbances. Improvements should be expected in the 
reel flange geometry of both the cartridge and the machine reels to improve their precision. 
Disturbances from the tape guides themselves must also be further reduced. With rolling element guide 
systems, the disturbances increase as the tape speed increases so improvements are likely to be 
required to counter that increase.  
 
The effective bandwidth of the head servo systems will require continued increases in order to 
dramatically reduce the residual PES. This is particularly true with the compounding effects of increased 
tape speed and track pitch reductions. Possible approaches to improvements in this area were discussed 
in the previous roadmap and remain relevant today. Adaptive servo systems which sense the 
resonances and possible instabilities in the closed loop system and modify the loop accordingly to 
enable higher gain and bandwidth may be required [34]. 
 
The accuracy of the servo tracks as written by the media manufacturers is also a critical factor which 
contributes to the overall PES. Dramatic improvements have been made in this servo writing capability 
over the last several generations of tape drives and this should continue to be addressed with every new 
generation. In order to improve the accuracy of the servo position estimation achieved by the servo 
channel/demodulator, the servo stripe angles have been increased. The spacing between servo frames 
has been reduced as well to provide higher frequency position update rate and improve phase margin in 
the closed loop servo system. This has enabled higher bandwidth head positioning servo systems. An 
additional method that is effective in reducing the contribution of written-in variation in the servo track 
and random position sensing noise due to peak jitter is to simultaneously use all the servo heads 
available. The typical implementation uses only the two servo elements on the module that is reading or 
writing. Utilizing the additional servo elements effectively averages out noise and written-in PES.  
 
The largest contributor to TMR is the effect of tape dimensional stability (TDS). This also was discussed 
in detail in the previous roadmap and continues to be one of the most significant challenges. There are 
several possible countermeasures that should be investigated and developed to reduce this variation. 
The most effective solution would be to move to an aramid substrate which could potentially produce a 
4x reduction in this contributor compared to conventional PEN and PET substrates (refer to section 
2.3.1.3 Substrate). Although this is a proven solution that has been implemented in enterprise class tape 
drives, the disadvantage is the significant increase in cost. This should continue to be considered as a 
possible solution.  
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Another very effective countermeasure would be to reduce the overall span of the data heads. To 
achieve the same 4x reduction in effective TMR contribution, the channel to channel spacing would have 
to be reduced by a factor of four. This creates very difficult challenges for the head manufacturing 
process; especially if that is coupled with a doubling of the number of channels. The other challenge that 
this approach presents is the difficulty in reading previous generation written tapes because the heads 
are no longer aligned with the written tracks of the previous generation format. To address this, 
additional heads would be required for backward compatibility which significantly increases head 
manufacturing cost and head channel interconnect complexity. One possibility that may need to be 
considered in order to continue to progress tape technology areal density is to forfeit backward 
compatibility to enable a leap forward. This is very undesirable from a customer point of view and could 
be a serious roadblock to adopting such a new tape format.  
 
Tape technology development must also account for the growing trend to build Green Data Centers 
which emphasize optimal energy efficiency, operational cost reduction, and minimal environmental 
impact.  Since tape storage is the most energy efficient data storage technology, one might think this 
trend is beneficial.  Unfortunately, the emphasis on energy efficiency translates into data center designs 
with wider temperature operating ranges and little-to-no humidity controls.  Temperature and humidity 
variation throughout the year, especially between the initial write and later read back on a tape drive, is 
a concern from a tape dimensional stability (TDS) and reliability standpoint.  It is also important to 
realize that more data centers, especially cloud providers, are keeping their tape archives on-site in tape 
libraries and not shipping cartridges to off-site, environmentally controlled storage facilities like Iron 
Mountain. 
 
It does seem to be very unfortunate that the track density and resulting capacity of the tape is limited by 
the requirement that the format must be defined to allow the possibility of the tape being written at 
one extreme of humidity and read back at the opposite extreme. Every user of the tape/drive product 
must pay the penalty even if they operate under very tightly controlled environmental conditions. If 
tapes are stored and/or written/read outside the recommended environmental conditions, higher data 
error rates and a reduction in media life (tape durability) may be observed.  
 
Future drive and media development need to focus on making tape storage more robust to varying 
temperature and humidity conditions. Limiting the humidity range that the drive is capable of operating 
in was discussed as a possibility in the previous roadmap but is particularly undesirable as the industry 
values the ability to operate with less stringent and lower cost heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
(HVAC) requirements. A possibility that was not put forward in the previous roadmap but may be worth 
considering would be to record the humidity or tape expansion value in the datasets or the cartridge 
memory (CM) at the time that the tape is written. In the event that a drive struggles to read back the 
data at a later time in a different environment, this information could be used to intelligently determine 
the best course of action.  The tape tension could potentially be varied to compensate for the tape 
expansion or contraction. If the probability of encountering such a situation is considered to be 
sufficiently low, the customer could possibly be notified by the drive of the humidity condition required 
to reliably recover the data.  
 
Efforts to reduce the humidity related TDS contribution of the current PET and PEN basefilms should 
continue as in previous generations. One area to consider is modification of the tensilization process, 
whereby the lateral elasticity modulus is traded off against the machine direction modulus by stretching 
the substrate as it is manufactured. This can reduce the transverse dimensional change due to humidity 
variations but increases the transverse dimensional change caused by tension variations in the tape 
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transport. This may require improvements in the accuracy and dynamic variations of the tape tension 
control mechanism in the tape drive by adding a tension sensor or more accurate reel motor calibration 
and control.  
 
Methods for dynamic compensation of media expansion and contraction should also be considered.  If 
tracks are written onto the tape with the head at a small initial azimuth angle, then subsequent head 
azimuthal rotation can increase or decrease the track pitch as the media expands or contracts.  One of 
the challenges of this method is the possible amplitude loss and bit stretching that occurs as the head 
gaps no longer align with the transitions on the tape. The impact of this problem is reduced as the bit 
aspect ratio shrinks as the track width is expected to decrease faster than the bit length.  
 
Heads that are capable of expanding or contracting to compensate for TDS have been envisioned but a 
practical implementation remains elusive.  Piezo elements could conceivably expand or contract 
portions of a head relative to the remaining elements.  Alternately, heating elements could achieve the 
same thing.  However, it may take 10mm or more of piezo material in a head to stretch its span by 5-
10µm when actuated.  Higher voltages could reduce the required length of the piezo material, but this 
risks damaging the sensitive GMR elements with electrical overstress.  Heating elements could be 
employed, but their role in stain formation and media damage remains largely unknown.   
 
Another potential concept is the use of PES target to compensate for TDS. In this method, the goal is to 
vary the PES target to reduce track squeeze due to TDS, thus guaranteeing minimum track width during 
write mode. The basic methodology is to use the TDS range from the previous track to calculate a new 
PES target. The impact of this concept is the capacity loss if the tape experiences multiple instances of 
extreme environment change. An example of a compensation algorithm is to use the TDS range from the 
previous track to calculate a new PES target. For instance: 
 

 1st wrap: Detect TDS1, record TDS1 range to Cartridge Memory (CM) 

 2nd wrap: Detect TDS2, compared to 1st wrap’s TDS1, adjust PES target to compensate for 
difference  between TDS2 and TDS1, (TDS2-TDS1) 

 2nd wrap: Record TDS2 range, and PES2 range to CM 
 
In order to achieve the areal density and associated TPI required for the continued data capacity growth 
of magnetic tape, all of the errors that contribute to the track mis-registration budget must be reduced. 
This is a multi-discipline issue that requires continued investment by drive, media, and head 
manufacturers in order to be successful.  
 
2.3.4   Error Correction and Channel Technologies 
Since the first-generation of linear-tape-open (LTO) cartridges were first introduced in 2000 with a 
capacity of 100 GB, the storage capacity of LTO and enterprise tape cartridges has increased by a factor 
of 60 to 100 and data rates have increased by more than an order of magnitude.  Over the same period, 
the specified end-of-life (EOL) uncorrectable bit error rate of LTO cartridges remained unchanged at a 
level of 1e-17. Hence, the probability of encountering an error in a cartridge, although very small, has 
increased.  Calculations of the uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER) in a modern tape drive, a.k.a. the hard 
error rate, are based on theoretical analysis because such events are so rare. As a result of deep 
interleaving in tape storage, the theoretical models used for analysis are based on the binomial 
distribution of raw byte errors, an assumption that has recently been experimentally verified [2,12]. 
More complex reliability models which are based on the theory of renewal processes can account for 
correlated errors and defective header and synchronization fields [17]. In order to address the increased 
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probability of encountering an error in a cartridge that results from capacity scaling, the error 
corrections capability used in LTO-7 was improved to provide enhanced error correction performance. 
Theoretical analysis of the error correction scheme implemented in LTO-7 leads to an UBER over the 
lifetime of the drive of not more than one error per 1e19 bits read. This is comparable to the 
performance achieved by enterprise class tape drives such as the TS1140/50 or T10000C/D that utilize a 
32 track format and provide an UBER of 1e-20. 
 
The product error correction codes used in tape storage have two component codes which are usually 
referred to as C1 (row code) and C2 (column code). When compared to the LTO-1 format, the main 
improvements in the LTO-7 format enabling the improved EOL UBER are more powerful C1 and C2 Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes, an increase in the depth of interleaved C1 code words written on tape tracks, and a 
new 32-track tape layout that increases the decorrelation of byte errors at the input of the C1 and C2 
decoder. In the future, error correction schemes used to encode and decode data and the data channel 
architecture used in tape storage are expected to improve significantly. These performance gains could 
be used to provide a constant probability of hard error while reducing the requirements for signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the input of the data channel and hence to enable higher areal density, or, for a 
constant level of SNR, they could be used to provide a reduced error probability.  In the future, we 
project that improvements in ECC and the data channel will enable to achieve a combination of both of 
these goals.  For this reason, a projected scaling rate for the EOL UBER has been added to the Roadmap. 
The starting point is taken as the 1e-19 UBER of LTO-7 and the scaling rate is set such that the product of 
the EOL UBER and the tape cartridge capacity is a constant, corresponding to the product of the average 
tape cartridge capacity of 8 TB and the EOL UBER of 1e-19 in 2015. Therefore, on average, only one out 
of 156,250 tape cartridges will contain an uncorrectable error event due to ECC failure. As the tape 
cartridge capacity is expected to grow at about 41% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 
corresponding to doubling cartridge capacity every two years, the EOL UBER is specified to shrink at the 
commensurate rate of 29.29% (see Figure 2).  It is worth mentioning that, the magnitude of the 
improvements in encoding and decoding data within tape drives are expected to be more than sufficient 
to allow for a shrinkage of the EOL UBER at the foreseen rate of 29.29% assuming a constant channel 
SNR.  These improvements will therefore also enable the requirements for SNR at the input of the 
channel to be reduced and hence will contribute to future areal density and capacity gains. Examples of 
technologies currently under investigations that could enable such gains are described below. 
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Figure 2: Shrinkage of end-of-life uncorrectable bit error rate 

 
The architecture currently used to encode and decode data in tape storage is forward concatenation 
wherein compressed and optionally encrypted data is first encoded by a product error correction code 
[18] and then encoded by a modulation code that satisfies various run-length constraints on the 
maximum length of zeros [19], transition-runs [20], synchronization patterns used for timing acquisition 
(alternating-bit pattern in NRZI notation) [21] and twins pattern to limit the path memory of the  
detector [22]. Increasing the block size of C2 codes [23] can already significantly improve the EOL UBER 
by several orders in magnitude and allow operation at lower SNR. Using measured data from a tape 
drive it has been shown that hard-decision based iterative decoding of product codes allows operation 
at an SNR of about 10.5 dB [2].  Reverse concatenation of error-correction coding and modulation 
coding [24-26] allows the use of very high rate modulation codes [27,28] which have large block sizes, an 
overhead of less than 1% and satisfy required constraints of a tape channel. Error propagation at the 
output of the modulation decoder with large block size is not an issue because modulation decoding is 
performed after decoding the error correction code. Moreover, because soft information can directly be 
passed from the detector to the error-correction decoder, reverse concatenation schemes allow the use 
of soft-decoding and iterative detection/decoding techniques to improve the error-rate performance. 
The use of partial reverse concatenation [29] based on employing a higher rate (≈0.991) modulation 
code [27,28] and replacing the C1 code by a lower rate (≈0.94) low-density parity check (LDPC) code, has 
also demonstrated reliable operation at an SNR of about 10.5 dB using channel measurements from a 
tape drive without making iterations through the C2 RS decoder. In partial reverse concatenation, soft 
information is directly passed from the dual-max detector implementing noise-predictive maximum-
likelihood (NPML) detection to the LDPC decoder thus allowing the use of soft-detection, soft-decoding 
and iterative detection/decoding techniques to improve the error-rate performance. The use of 
advanced detection schemes such as NPML detection in combination with iterative detection/decoding 
techniques as has been described in detail in the 2012 INSIC International Magnetic Tape Storage 
Roadmap [1] will allow further performance enhancements. A new reverse concatenation scheme that 
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keeps the inner C1 RS code but replaces the outer C2 RS code by an LDPC code [30] promises further 
performance improvements by performing hybrid erasure/soft decoding. Another promising hybrid 
approach that provides at least an order of magnitude improvement in UBER by combining a List-Viterbi 
architecture with NPML detection is described in [31]. 
 
Under low SNR operating conditions, timing recovery in the read channel becomes challenging and can 
lead to cycle slips in which one or more erroneous bits are either inserted into or omitted from the data 
stream, which in turn leads to long burst errors.  Fortunately, several technologies are currently under 
investigation that could alleviate this challenge.  One example utilizes cycle slip detection and correction 
through classification of modulation code failures [32].  Another promising approach to cycle slip 
mitigation involves exploiting the parallel timing information available in a multichannel tape drive [33].   

 
2.3.5  Tape Durability 
One of the most widely used Durability related metrics for the tape is the number of Full Volume Passes 
(FVP) it takes before the media reaches End of Life (EOL). Media characteristics, track density, and the 
number of data channels are some of the key parameters that impact this metric. As shown in Equation 
1, assuming the number of passes to EOL (NPEOL) is constant, increasing the number of data channels 
and avoiding very high track densities are a means to achieve high durability as measured by the full 
volume pass metric (FVP). 
 

                                     
               

                       
 

Equation 1 Basic Durability Definition 

 
Some of the key parameters that impact Number of Passes to EOL (NPEOL) are head-media tribology, 
environmental conditions and tape speed.  
 
It is more relevant to consider how much data can be written and read from a cartridge before reaching 
media end of life.  Even if the number of passes to media EOL is only projected to improve at a moderate 
3.6% rate, the amount of data transferred grows at a considerably higher rate.  This is illustrated in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Total Data Transferred (in PB) to Cartridge End-of-Life 

 
2.3.6   Managing Trade-offs between Linear and Track Density 
It is quite challenging to increase the number of channels from generation to generation in a similar 
manner that one can increase track and linear densities. Technical challenges such as head design, pre-
amp and write driver implementations, cost (yield) and power are some of the key limiters that impact 
the increase of the number of channels.  LTO has used 8 channels for Gen 1 through 2, 16 channels for 
Gen 3 through 6 and finally increased the number to 32 at Gen 7. Additionally, backward compatibility 
requirements usually limit a set of potential numbers to select from, such as 16, 32 or 64.  Therefore 
most of the flexibility to optimize FVP is with total number of tracks and number of passes to end of life 
(NPEOL) which is predominantly a media and tribology dependent parameter.  
 
Since capacity growth requires an increase in areal density, the product of track pitch and linear density, 
one usually has to optimize CAGR numbers for both track pitch and linear densities. By balancing linear 
density and TPI growth, we can achieve capacity growth while maintaining a targeted durability FVP 
numbers for a given number of channels and NPEOL.  
 
Transfer Rate is a crucial metric especially when copying cartridges. As capacities grow, the time it takes 
to make a copy becomes a critical challenge unless increases in transfer rates are maintained. Higher 
transfer rates are achieved by 3 main parameters:  tape speed, linear density, and number of channels. 
Tape handling, head servo systems, guiding, tension and reel motor control technologies will need 
significant improvement above 8m/sec. Given the limitations of number of data channels as discussed 
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above, the only variable that can be used to increase transfer rate is the linear density. Therefore, the 
linear density CAGR impacts transfer rate and durability, the FVP. 
 

                                                                          
 

Equation 2 Basic Transfer Rate Definition 

 
Since increasing linear density helps both the transfer rate and the durability of the media, an aggressive 
yet achievable linear density CAGR is important. This is shown in the chart below where we compared 
the effect of two different Linear Density CAGR values.  
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Impact of Linear Density CAGR.  Comparison between 2 densities shown. 

 
As a summary, we need an areal density increase to which both track and linear densities are 
contributors. However, the use of a moderately aggressive CAGR of 10% for linear density is crucial since 
it helps capacity, durability and transfer rates where the aggressive TPI, already greater than 20% CAGR, 
impacts durability negatively.  
 

2.4   SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
While clearly there are many challenges associated with scaling linear magnetic tape systems to operate 
at cartridge capacities in the range of 250 TB, there is also significant experimental evidence that these 
challenges can be overcome by means of skillful engineering. Controlling the tape-head interaction with 
reduced magnetic spacing combined with advances in tape media technology will be key to achieving 
high linear density with sub-micron reader widths.  Continued advances in data detection and error 
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correction coding will enable improved reliability while simultaneously reducing the requirements for 
SNR and hence will contribute to linear density scaling.  Improvements in track-following and reel-to-
reel servo mechanisms combined with advances in tape dimensional stability and reduced span heads 
with improved tolerances will be key to achieving high track densities.  Moreover, linear density scaling 
combined with modest scaling of tape speed and the number of parallel channels will enable continued 
increases in aggregate data rate. Through the combination of these technologies, the 2.4 GB/s data rate 
and the roughly 91 Gb/in2 areal density needed for a 248 TB cartridge in the 2025 time frame appear 
feasible. 
 
The scaling potential of tape described in this roadmap has important implications for the future 
economics of storing data. Comparing the current areal density scaling rate of HDD of about 16% CAGR 
with future areal density scaling potential of tape of 33% CAGR we conclude that the current cost 
advantage of tape systems over HDD based storage systems will grow in the future. The need for cost 
effective storage solutions has already resulted in a growing number of new use cases for tape outlined 
in the first chapter of this roadmap. Moreover, the demand for cost effective storage solutions appears 
likely to continue growing in the coming years, driven by the exponential growth in the rate at which 
data is created.  The low total cost of ownership of tape combined with its future scaling potential 
makes tape very well suited to address this growing need. 
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